
A small step for you,
a bigger one for
Black Rhinos.

A journey of a thousand miles begins with
a single step – to your table.

What we take from the earth, we intend to give back. Every piece of 
Prints Collection* is genuinely inspired by the footprints and traces left on 
Earth by endangered species, to remind you everyday, it is not too late to 
take action for the fading ones.

bonna.com.tr

All products in the Prints Collection are manufactured from 100% recycled material and help build a more sustainable future for our world. 
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Category Dinnerware

Durability  
& design
Two key features must be considered when 
it comes to dinnerware in the hospitality 
industry – durability and design. We take a 
look at some ranges that tick the box for style, 
colour and design but will also withstand the 
demands of intense usage in a HoReCa setting. 

Golden Orbit Pro Collection Porcel
Defined by a soft precious halo, Golden Orbit, features gentle gold rims in 
every porcelain piece, just as if each line was added by hand with a brush. 

Plates and platters have lines resembling space orbits, that give the name to 
the collection, and pieces such as bowls, cups and tea pots allow for vertical 

lines to be spread along the fine porcelain bodies. For HoReCa purposes Porcel 
developed a unique technique that creates dishwasher safe protection, making 

it ideal for event and hospitality markets. 
www.porcel.com

Orientix  Elia
Elia’s signature range, Orientix, is inspired by 
Oriental influences while remaining simple 
enough in design to enjoy in a vast array of 
dining settings. With the largest variety of 
items in its range, Orientix truly has something 
for everyone and with the exquisite shapes 
available. Featuring smooth lines and beautiful 
silhouettes, Orientix is composed from Premier 
Bone China that is both microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Fully vitrified for strength 
and durability, this collection is finished in a 
wonderful, creamy glaze. 
www.elia.co.uk



Porcel Ana Roque, President 
Porcel is a manufacturer of � ne porcelain founded in 1987. Located in 
Portugal, Porcel combines handmade tradition and technological 
innovation into the making of each piece, resulting in high quality, 
creative and elegant porcelain products. Porcel o� ers a wide range 
of products and invests in research and development to create new 
models, new collections and custom made solutions. 

How has business been in the wake of the pandemic?
Special requests for HoReCa projects kept going as planned, clients maintained their 
plans and orders and we even had contacts of potential future projects. We noticed that 
the market is con� dent of a strong comeback for hospitality in the near future.

Which of your collections are proving most popular?
With the recent presentation of Matcha, a new trend colour of selected pieces - joining 

Apricot and Passion - that are quite HoReCa friendly, the feedback and orders were very satisfying. As for the new three piece collection 
Maris d’Or, presented in April, it is still in the early to predict but we had samples sent to curated clients that instantly placed orders, so I have to say it is starting 
to look like a promising success.

Schönwald
Gabriele Dettelbacher, 
Head of communications
Schönwald is leading the 
way as a trendsetter in 
the international catering 
scene. Prestigious designers 
work with the company’s 
creativity centre to translate 
international food trends 
into irresistible products 
made from high-quality 
hard porcelain and delicate 
Noble China. 

How has business been in the wake of the pandemic?
As a B2B porcelain manufacturer business has not been easy but 
we are looking forward to transforming those hard times into 
new ideas and products.  

What materials, brands or collections are doing well?
Form 98, Donna, Unlimited and Shiro are the Schönwald 
collections that are doing well. Especially Unlimited with 
its purist look, it’s an extremely versatile ensemble and very 
popular because of it. Thanks to the wide range of di� erently 
shaped items, all international culinary formats can be creatively 
showcased: the perfect conditions for presenting modern food 
trends. While Shiro makes an unambiguous statement in terms 
of its design: pared back, clear and intriguing. It is very popular – 
not only because it won a German Design Award 2020 in gold! 

What tableware trends are you noticing?
Not a tableware trend per se but we believe that partitions and 
room dividers are here to stay. However not made from acrylic 
glass but more stylish and beautiful versions with plants: the new 
dining experience with the slogan “dining together alone”.

What do hotels and restaurants want from tableware as 
they are reopening or returning to more normal trading?
After a long time without having the opportunity to go out 
to a restaurant and eat the customers have developed higher 
expectations. They want new dishes, new recipes and surprising 
foods trends.

Talking tablesH o ReC
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Villeroy & Boch
Burkhard Schmidt, Responsible 
International Sales Hospitality
Founded in 1748, Villeroy & Boch has 
grown into an international lifestyle 
brand that produces innovative and 
stylish goods to enhance people’s lives. 

How has the demand for HoReCa 
dinnerware changed over the past year? 
The business for HoReCa dinnerware has been 
highly a� ected by the ongoing pandemic. 
Especially in the � rst months of the pandemic 
and the uncertainty which came along with it, hotels and restaurants have 
naturally hesitated to invest in new dinnerware. Therefore, the year 2020 was 
a very di�  cult year for us. Since the beginning of this year, we recognized an 
increase in demand of HoReCa dinnerware and new equipment especially from 
Asia and the Middle East. For the upcoming months, we expect an accelerated 
recovery of the global economy thanks to more progress with vaccinations with 
positive e� ect on the HoReCa industry. Because people are just waiting to be 
allowed to visit hotels and restaurants again. 

Which of your collections are proving most popular? 
Since its introduction in 2018, the response to 
our The Rock series with its natural shale look 
has been really exceptional. As it is continuing 
to be our most popular collection, we expand 
the product range regularly to meet our 
clients’ expectations and needs.  

What’s trending on the HoReCa scene? 
In the Fine Dining segment, � nest white 
Premium Bone Porcelain with surprising 
shapes is on trend. Our Stella Cosmo series is 
an extension of our Stella Hotel collection and 
o� ers � at oval and half-depth coupe plates 
designed as curving ellipses with contours 
and lifted edges on which any dish can be 
displayed in a whole new way. The casual 
dining scene relies on the pottery trend with 
intense colours and individual glaze e� ects.
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